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To: Cindy Gilbert[cgilbert@usc.edu]; Maria Francisco[mkfranci@usc.edu]; Mildred Wenger[mwenger@usc.edu]
From: William A. Leavitt
Sent: Fri 5/20/2016 6:21:50 PM
Subject: RE: PCC

Hi Cindy:
 
It might be a good idea to have those students who are unhappy with Dr. Tyndall’s patient care to document their issues on a 
patient satisfaction survey or on a complaint form that can be forwarded to Sandra so that we can have some type of 
documentation to support that this behavior is going on. I am aware that he actively solicits favorable responses from his patients 
and will forward them to us when he gets them.
 
Thanks,
 
William Leavitt, MD
 

William Leavitt, MD | Lead Physician
University of Southern California | Engemann Student Health Center
1031 W 34th Street | 245
Los Angeles, CA 90089-3261
Direct:  213-740-0456  Dept:  213-740-9355  Fax:  213-740-4367
wleavitt@usc.edu
 
 
 
From: Cindy Gilbert 
Sent: Friday, May 20, 2016 8:39 AM
To: Maria Francisco; Mildred Wenger; William A. Leavitt
Subject: PCC
 
Good morning,
I would like to review with you Dr. Tyndall’s patient care.
The past few weeks he has increased the number of patients he ends up not taking care of the issue they came in for. He spends so 
much time talking with them in his office, then he ends up asking them to reschedule another appointment later in the day or the 
following week. The students are upset that they have “wasted” an hour or hour and a half and still did not get taken care of. Many 
students recently have been directed to me and have complained and asked who else can they see for women’s health. 
Unfortunately we don’t have a lot to offer them.
I would appreciate your assistance and welcome any suggestions on how to best advocate for our students in this regard.
I also would like to show you a sheet he is handing out to his students. I would think the clinical staff would be all following the 
same process for evaluating the students satisfaction via the student patient surveys? If not, maybe his request of our students is 
fine, but it seems to be odd for him to be soliciting compliments in this manner. I believe it puts the students in an awkward spot.
I would appreciate your time if at all possible.
Thank you,
Cindy
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To: neinstei@usc.edu[neinstei@usc.edu]
From: Molli Augustus
Sent: Wed 9/13/2006 6:38:51 PM
Subject: Fwd: (Health Center Comment Form) 

This student saw Dr. Tyndall at 3pm on September 7, 2006.  Letter from parent follows....
Sincerely,

Molli Augustus
UPHC Web Page Email Manager

----------------------------------------------------------
Comments: Last week my daughter, , told me that her head had been itching and she 
suspected she had lice.  We shared the "yukiness" of the idea for a while and then agreed that she should 
get herself over to the health service to find out for sure and also find out how to proceed.  She had to 
wait until later that  afternoon and leave class early to get the one appointment at the health service.  She 
was told that it was not lice; just a case of folliculitis.  Relieved, she called home (Massachusetts) to tell us 
the good news and went off to sail in San Diego last weekend...where she was the guest of a family.  
Tuesday as she bent over a book and scratched her head... a bug fell out!  So she does have lice!  Now 
the case has progressed since last week, she needs to let her roomates know as well as the family who 
hosted her last weekend!  My question is, who examined  and what "professional" at the USC 
Health Center can't recognize something as common as lice?
  Please look into 's case and get that person some real medical training!  I would be most upset 
if she went in with something serious and saw the same person!
FH_Email: 
FH_Name: 

FH_Recipients: uphcweb@usc.edu
FH_Subject: 
FH_Topic: Health Center Comment Form
submit: Submit
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To: [ ]
From: Larry Neinstein
Subject: Re: Interviews with the Health Center

Thank you for your feedback and I will discuss your concern with Dr. Tyndall.
Can I ask you where this feedback is coming from i.e., are you a friend or why is this coming from you 
and not .
thanks,
Dr. Neinstein
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Quality & Safety
Comment & Concern

1031 W. 34th Street, Los Angeles, Ca. 90089 | Tel: 213.740.9355

                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Under protection of California Evidence Code Section 1157
Respondent Instructions: The Manager/Director in charge will document a written response to the issue(s) raised and 
forward to the Director of Quality & Safety for review, to identify avoidable risk, to recommend policy or procedure change 
and to assure appropriate resolution or action has occurred on the documented concern.

 Affiliation Student ID Visit Date
Student  04/08/15
Concern Information  
Summary Comment: for details please scroll down to Q&S Director Notes. 

Patient Care1)
Frustrated because doctor did not focus on the purpose of appointmenta.

Patient Education2)
Confused as to why she has paid center fee; only to be referred out “due to confidentiality” concernsa.

Bedside manner3)
Felt doctor was “harassing” for continually reaching out to her to discuss a topic she had expressed a.
disinterest

Practice Scope4)
Felt doctor was trying to address a topic for which he does not have expertise, especially in dealing with the a.
resurfaced emotions it caused

Medical Investigative Summary

Quality & Safety Director Notes
Tue 6/16; Student Left 3 consecutive messages

8:26pm.  1)
Student identified themselves by name. Patient explained that it had taken her a while to call in because it’s 
regarding sensitive issues. Patient met with George Tyndall in April because she wanted birth control. ‘Instead of 
discussing what I was there for, the doctor spent 25 minutes talking about a mental health hospital stay. After 
wasting my time, he suggested I go to planned parenthood for birth control. What experience does an obgyn have 
to do with counseling? The doctor didn’t give me a choice and had the nurse escort me to counseling. The doctor 
continued to call me and leave voicemails.  I told him to leave me alone; I told him “I came to the center for birth 
control not counseling.” He responded: “Yes, but you did not seem to do well and that is why I called you.” Why 
does he think he has the right to do so? I think the doctors should focus on what the patient is there for. Instead of 
getting what I wanted, he made me uncomfortable to discuss what I did not want to discuss. He told me to go to 
planned parenthood for “confidentiality” reasons. 
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Quality & Safety
Comment & Concern

1031 W. 34th Street, Los Angeles, Ca. 90089 | Tel: 213.740.9355

                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

8:28 pm. Patient explains she was cut off. ‘After I asked him not to contact me anymore, he continued to, and it was 2)
only after that—that he send out a message that explained that the issue as to why she had been called was 
resolved and that to ignore previous messages. The center should make sure that doctors over don’t harass 
students over topics that they find too sensitive to discuss, especially if it doesn’t have anything to do with why they 
are there. Especially in doing so triggers feelings. If this message is unclear, feel free to reach out. ‘
8:30pm student calls back to say she is ‘Frustrated and found it a waste of time and money. I had to spend more 3)
time to go to planned parenthood.’ .’

6/17/15 
                Called Student; emailed student 
06/19/15 After another email and phone prompt; student called Q&S.

Body Language:  Apologized for asking what might seem like an awkward question. Asked if perhaps on this day her 1)
body language might have indicated she was stressed or not feeling well which is why the conversation might have 
been diverted. Patient indicated she ‘might have been tired since it was in the morning but other than that, it was a 
normal day. If anything, the discussion might have caused me to change and that might have been misinterpreted. I 
left feeling vulnerable and like a “blow to my chest” which is why it took me so long. I didn’t want to be there to 
begin with, I only went because my insurance changed with my parents.’
Confidentiality Statement: ‘He told me about a girl who had gone to Planned Parenthood for an IUD and that’s why 2)
he wanted me to go; but I don’t want to lie because more than that I don’t really remember why it was a 
confidentiality reason—he didn’t really explain.’
Counseling: Q&S asked if she wanted to see counseling as a result recent events resurfacing trauma. Student 3)
declined and said “I don’t like counseling.”
Patient Rights: Q& S explained patient right to see or decide not to see a clinician; likewise she can always decline a 4)
recommendation for care or treatment. ‘We are all professionals and you should not feel like you have to tip-toe 
around.”
Next Steps: Medical Doctor will review medical record and speak with clinician. QS ‘I’m not a clinician and can’t 5)
determine the appropriateness of care. But thank you for calling us for the opportunity to improve, especially since 
this was such a sensitive topic for you. Your strength will help us improve services for you and other students.’ 
Conversation ended with student saying she feels taken care of since we take her concern seriously. 
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Quality & Safety
Comment & Concern

LOGTRAIN 1/01/2014                                       1031 W. 34th Street, Los Angeles, Ca. 90089 | Tel: 213.740.9355

                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Under protection of California Evidence Code Section 1157
Respondent Instructions: The Manager/Director in charge will document a written response to the issue(s) raised and 
forward to the Director of Quality & Safety for review, to identify avoidable risk, to recommend policy or procedure change 
and to assure appropriate resolution or action has occurred on the documented concern.

 Affiliation Student ID Visit Date
Student Anonymous Unknown
Concern Information  

Summary Comment
Bedside manner concern. Felt they were spoken to in a “condescending” and “rude” manner1)
Patient Education. “They offered absolutely no support or advice to assuage the concern…”2)

Director Investigative Summary

Not able to address specifics since report is anonymous.

Quality & Safety Investigative Summary
03/12/15 Student submitted email to centralized web portal.
03/12/15 Forwarded to medical director, for discussion. However without specific information 
it is difficult to investigate specifics of the case.  Of note, is the interpretation that "no support" 
was provided, but a specialist referral was acknowledged by the student.

Double click to open
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From: noreply@qemailserver.com
To: Sandra Villafan
Subject: Engemann Patient Feedback Form
Date: Wednesday, March 11, 2015 11:24:37 PM

There has been a submission to the Engemann Patient Feedback Form: 

Recipient Data: 
Time Finished: 2015-03-12 00:24:28 
IP: 
ResponseID: R_XodmGTOKdtkwEIp 
Link to View Results: Click Here 
URL to View Results:

Response Summary: 

If you would like a response to your comment and/or concern please tell about yourself: 

Your USC Affiliation: (required) 
   Student 

I am writing to: (required) 
   Report a Concern 

Comments and/or Concerns: 
   I recently met with a gynecologist at the student health center and felt uncomfortable with
 the way in which they discussed my personal history. The doctor continued to
 condescendingly insinuate that because I am not sexually active, any concern about my health
 is unnecessary. I do recognize that there are certain health concerns associated with sexual
 activity, however, I found this particular doctor and the lack of attention they paid to my
 health concerns to be rude. During this visit, I was told that I am "obese," a fact based on my
 BMI, but not informed of various aspects of "obesity" and its relation to my health in general.
 The doctor showed no concern for my lifestyle and possible causes of my supposed "obesity"
 but rather told me that I should see a dietician who will analyze how I eat. They offered
 absolutely no support or advice to assuage the concern that I am obese. Additionally, I was
 uncomfortable with the way that the doctor discussed my recent medical history. The doctor
 discredited this diagnosis and belittled the symptoms that I described. 
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To: Helena Curtis[hcurtis@provost.usc.edu]
From: Shondra Brookins
Sent: Fri 6/1/2018 3:28:50 AM
Subject: FW: I made a correction RE: Provost HR Investigation Report - Dr. Tyndall DRAFT
Dr. Tyndall ESHC.docx

From: Shondra Brookins
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2016 2:39 PM
To: Helena Curtis
Subject: I made a correction RE: Provost HR Investigation Report - Dr. Tyndall DRAFT

 
 
Shondra Brookins
Employee Relations Specialist
Office of the Provost | HR & Payroll Services
CAL 302
Los Angeles, CA 90089-2813
(213) 821-3174

 
Please visit our website for further information: https://provosthr.usc.edu/employee-relations/
 
From: Shondra Brookins 
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2016 2:36 PM
To: Helena Curtis <hcurtis@provost.usc.edu>
Subject: Provost HR Investigation Report - Dr. Tyndall DRAFT
Importance: High
 
Hi Lena,
 
Please review the attached draft to add any comments or necessary revisions.
 
Thank you,
Shondra
 
Shondra Brookins
Employee Relations Specialist
Office of the Provost | HR & Payroll Services
CAL 302
Los Angeles, CA 90089-2813
(213) 821-3174

 
Please visit our website for further information: https://provosthr.usc.edu/employee-relations/
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Dr. George Tyndall Page 1 
 

 

Engemann Student Health Center (ESHC) Investigation 
George Tyndall M.D. 

 

On June 17, 2016, Dr. George Tyndall was informed and placed on a paid administrative leave pending an 
investigation into Engemann Student Health Center Policy and Procedure violations (See Attached Policies & 
Documents). 

Unsanitary conditions and professional items were found in his office, at the Engemann Student Health Center 
room 215. The office required treatment for fruit flies, the removal of personal electronic equipment, confiscation 
of private and identifiable patient medical information, carpet cleaning and the surfaces wiped and sanitized.  

• Liquids and Plants Near Computer and Electronic Equipment Policy 
• UPHC Hardware and Software Acquisition and Installation Policy 
• Confidentiality of Medical Information Policy 
• Confidentiality, Privacy and Security Policy 
• Signed Clinician “Drug Sample” Agreement 
• Six Photographs taken of ESHC Room 215 
• Dr. George Tyndall’s Rebuttal Letter 

 

(A total of five Engemann staff members were interviewed for this investigation and the following is a 
summary of those discussions) 

In preparation for the events listed, Dr. Tyndall was counseled and instructed this year to clean his office, but prior 
to both events it was discovered that he had not cleaned his office to the standards and expectations of Engemann 
Leadership, resulting in several members of ESHC Staff and the Facilities department cleaning room 215 with each 
effort taking a number of hours to complete.  

• Accreditation    
• Beta Assessment 

It has been reported that the unsanitary conditions that were found in Dr. Tyndall’s office has been a problem and 
an ongoing concern of the nursing staff for many years, even prior to moving into the Engemann facility. Students 
have commented to staff about the appearance of the room and of not feeling comfortable. The nursing staff are 
concerned that the consultations with students have lasted unusually long 45 minutes to an hour and shows them 
literature and samples that are dirty or gross and not clean. Those interviewed described Dr. Tyndall’s office as a 
hoarder’s quarter and that he is unable to understand that the uncleanliness of his office is a problem. He also has 
a issue with washing his hands and is urged by staff to do so after seeing patients. He will not touch any surfaces 
with his hands and uses a cloth everywhere. Students have noticed this and have mentioned it to the staff.  

On [Date] 2016, The ESHC received a formal complaint by a patient at the facility that there were flies in the 
patient exam room. 

On [Date] 2016, It was observed by Engemann staff that the source of the flies were coming from Dr. Tyndall’s 
office Room 215 and had migrated to the 1st and 2nd floors of the Health Center. Dr. Tyndall was on vacation and 
the door to the office had to be unlocked by staff. Upon entering room 215 the following observations were made 
and were documented with photographs.  
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Dr. George Tyndall Page 2 
 

• stacks of books and papers raised off the floor onto pedestals he purchased 
• the room had a unique and unpleasant aroma 
• personal hygiene items were out on full display 
• a plastic bag was found underneath desk with rotting and decaying food and the source of the flies 
• a personal computer was found underneath desk covered by a black canvas bag 
• several half empty containers of water bottles and soda cans  
• one table had a microscope used for viewing glass slide with specimens, next to the microscope was food 

containers, and behind it were broken and used glass slides 
• dirty carpet 
• brown stains on the walls 
• professional samples of contraceptive devices were found 
• old photographs and slides of female patients cervix, some with patient names and ID numbers 
• sharps container in the window in plain view to the outside 
• expired canned food 

 

During this investigations additional concerns were brought up and the following matters have been shared with 
the Office of Equity and Diversity. 

Also, it has been expressed that nurses want to see Dr. Tyndall permanently removed from the Engemann Student 
Health Center, they fear retaliation and it would not be well with the nurses if he were allowed to return.  

• makes inappropriate comments to students 
• uses a flashlight to exam students 
• staff are uncomfortable with Dr. Tyndall, makes racial and inappropriate comments 
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To: Lawrence Neinstein, M.D.[neinstei@engemann.usc.edu]
Bcc: George Tyndall, M.D.[tyndall@engemann.usc.edu]
From: George Tyndall, M.D.
Sent: Tue 7/2/2013 9:59:06 PM
Subject: RE: your letter

Good afternoon Larry,
“It is important that staff and students feel comfortable and these were comments from students and staff. The goal is to try and 
improve that. ”
I am in complete agreement, so it’s very important to me to better understand the details of how that survey was accomplished.
“I advised you that it might be helpful to have voluntary coaching at Center for Work and Family Life. That is a completely voluntary 
recommendation as I mentioned.
It fact, when a staff sees someone there for coaching, the agenda is set by that staff member and I receive no feedback unless you 
want me to.”
Thanks for clarifying, as I even misunderstood whom you were referring me to. Yes, if it turns out, after we discuss the survey, that 
I have been perceived as deficient in some manner, then I would absolutely be interested in receiving coaching.
“By the way, you are not the only male doing women’s health, our feedback questions were asked in general about our women’s 
health services and all staff involved in women’s health services.”
What I said is that I am the only male gynecologist.
Thank you for making time for me. I really do appreciate it.
George
George Raymond Tyndall, M.D.
Engemann Student Health Center
University of Southern California
1031 W. 34th Street
Los Angeles, CA 90089-3261

From: Lawrence Neinstein, M.D. 
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 12:20 PM
To: George Tyndall, M.D.
Cc: William Leavitt, M.D.
Subject: your letter
George,
Thank you for your response and concern. I am sorry that you did not get a chance to talk about your concerns that you mentioned 
in your email.
I am happy to schedule time when I return with Bill and myself for that and any comments from our last meeting.
It is important that staff and students feel comfortable and these were comments from students and staff. 
The goal is to try and improve that.
I advised you that it might be helpful to have voluntary coaching at Center for Work and Family Life. That is a completely voluntary 
recommendation as I mentioned.
It fact, when a staff sees someone there for coaching, the agenda is set by that staff member and I receive no feedback unless you 
want me to.
If you believe that this would not be helpful in regards to how some of your comments are perceived, that is your choice.
I will be sending you a summary of the meeting, recommendations and expectations when I return from vacation. I will be away 
from 7/3 to 7/11.
By the way, you are not the only male doing women’s health, our feedback questions were asked in general about our women’s 
health services and all staff involved in women’s health services.
Best,
Larry
Lawrence Neinstein MD
Professor of Pediatrics and Medicine
Keck School of Medicine of USC
Executive Director, Engemann Student Health Center
Head, Division of College Health
Senior Associate Dean of Student Affairs
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